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Wave modulations in one-dimensional anharmonic lattices are studied by the use of a 
perturbation method established by Taniuti and Yajima. A system of equations to determine 
the evolution of the slowly varying parts in the lowest order of an asymptotic expansion is 
derived. One interesting result is that the nonlinearly modulated wave must be accompanied 
by the other slowly varying wave which tends to stabilize the modulated one. 

'§ I. Introduction 

Many physical properties of real crystals are directly related to nonlinear 
effects produced by anharmonic forces. It is important to examine the properties 
of wave propagations in anharmonic lattices in connection with the thermal expan
sion of lattices/l the non-ergodic character of nonlinear lattices2J,SJ and the nonlinear 
propagation of heat observed by Narayanamulti and Varma.4l 

For special problems on harmonic lattices two- or three-dimensional ones have 
been studied but the problems on anharmonic lattices, even in the one-dimensional 
case, are complicated to be studied. Under certain conditions, however, real 
crystals can be approximated by one-dimensional lattice models.5l Thus in this 
paper we will focus our attention on the wave modulations in one-dimensional 

. anharmonic monatomic lattices. 
Recently, Tappert and Varma5l considered this problem in a continuum limit, 

assuming that the cubic term in the interaction potential is sufficiently small. In 
1970 LowelPl also examined this problem according to Whitham's variational me
thod6l and showed that for frequencies smaller than a certain critical value the 
uniform wave is unstable against changes in wavenumber and amplitude. However, 
he did not take an essential feature acting upon the stabilization of the modulated 
waves into account. Namely he did not adopt correctly the interactions between an 
envelope wave and the other slowly varying wave accompanied by the envelope one. 

In this paper, using the perturbation method established by Taniuti and 
Yajima/l the wave modulations in anharmonic lattices are investigated. We per
form the perturbation with due regard to the above effect without the continuum 
approximation for carrier waves, and obtain the following results: The modulated 
wave must be accompanied by the other slowly varying wave with the same order 
as the modulated one, and the both are simultaneously determined with a coupled 
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system of equations. Attention may be paid to the fact that this slowly varying 
wave tends to stabilize the modulated one. In addition we can show that for the 
existence of the unstable region the potential must be subject to a certain restric
tion. Lastly we discuss the lattice expansions by the calculation of the Griineisen 
ratio.8> 

§ 2. Equations of motion 

We consider an infinite one-dimensional monatomic lattice with nearest neigh
bour interactions. When the interaction potential is given by V(r), where r is 
the relative separation, the Hamiltonian of this system is 

H=tM:L; .t,.'+ :I; V(h+x,.+l-x,.), (2·1) ,. ,. 

where M stands for mass of a particle, h the static equilibrium separation, x,. 
the displacement of the n-th particle from the equilibrium position, and .t,. the 
velocity of the n-th particle. 

The potential V(r) is assumed to be expanded in power series about the 
equilibrium separation: 

(2·2) 

where f is the harmonic force constant and p and q are non-dimensional parameters 
related to the strength of the anharmonicity. So long as the motions with small 
amplitude are dealt with, in Eq. (2 · 2) we may neglect the terms higher than 
fourth degree. 

For simplicity we choose a time unit so that the harmonic force constant f 
equals the mass M. Since we consider the motion with a small but finite amplitude, 
we introduce the dimensionless displacement 

x,. eu,.=-, 
h 

(2·3) 

where e is a small parameter related to the smallness of the amplitude and u,. 
(n=O, ±1, ±2, ···)are variables of order unity. Then from Eqs. (2·1) and (2·2) 
the equations of motion have the. following form: 

d 2u --" = Un+1- 2u,. + Un-1 
dt2 

- pe { (u,.+l- u,.)2- (u,.- u,.-1)2} + qe2 { (u,.+l- u,.Y- (u,.- u,._1)8}. 
(2·4) 

§ 3. Equations for wave modulation 

Following the method developed by Taniuti and Yajima/> we perform an 
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1198 A. Tsurui 

asymptotic expansion and derive the equations to describe the development of 
the modulation of the amplitude in the lowest order of the expansion. Namely 
we investigate how the narrow-band wave packets evolve by nonlinear effects. 

Thus we look for a solution expanded in terms of a small parameter e. 
00 

Un= ~ e"un<•>. (3·1) 
JI=O 

And each un<•> is also expanded in terms of harmonics exp(il(}), where 6=knh-(J)t: 
co 

Un (•) = ~ U! (•) ( r, ~)em. 
Z=-CD 

Here r and ~ are slowly varying variables defined by 

r= e2t, } 
~=e(nh-J..t), 

where A denotes the group velocity 

A= a(J) . 
ak 

(3·2) 

(3·3) 

(3·4) 

In addition, the wavenumber k and the frequency (J) are assumed to satisfy the 
dispersion relation 

{))2 = 4 sin2kh . 
2 

It is also noted that the reality conditions 

hold for all v and l. 

(3·5) 

(3·6) 

Substituting Eqs. (3 ·1) and (3 · 2) into Eq. (2 · 4) and equating the coefficients 
of various powers of e to zero, we get 

~ { -[2{))2 + 4 sin2 l~h} u1<0>em = 0, (3·7) 

(3·8) 

+2i(l(J)A-hsinlkh)--1 -+ -[2(J)2 +4sin2 - u1<2> ei!B au <1> ( lkh) } 
f)~ .. 2 
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+ 8h sin2lkh cos l' khu (O)fJuf~l + 4h sin lkh sin l' kh fJu 1<0> u<~l } ei<l+l')9 

2 I f)~ f)~ 1 

-q :E :E :E 4 sinalkh {(ewk"-1) (ewk"-1) + (ewk"-1) (1-e-il'k") 
I I' I' 2 

(3·9) 

and the equations corresponding to higher order of e. To derive these equations, 

we have expanded the terms u,<•> (r, ~ ± eh) in Taylor series of eh, since u,<•>•s are 

assumed to be slowly varying functions of its arguments. 
In Eq, (3 · 7) the coefficients of the m-th harmonics are taken to be zero for 

all m, then because of Eq. (3 · 5), the following relations are easily shown: 

(3·10) 

To the lowest order, it should be noted that the non-zero terms are at most u0<0> 

and u~l. Next in Eq. (3 · 8) the same process is performed for m = 0, ± 1 and 

± 2. In view of Eqs. (3 · 4) and (3 · 5), we see that the relations for m = 0 and 

±1 identically hold. Making use of Eqs. (3·4), (3·5) and (3·10), however, we 

obtain the equation for m= ±2 as follows: 

u~~= =Fpi cot !!!!.__u~l2 • 
2 

(3·11) 

By the same calculation as above, we have from Eq. (3·9) the following two 

relations for m = 0 and ± 1 : 

(3·12) 

and 

kh ~2 (0) ~ (0) 

ha • a v u±1 ::r:: 2 · vu±1 
. Sin-----, Z(J)--

2 fJ~2 fJr 

± 8pi(sin8kh- sin2 kh sin 2kh) u<0>u<1>- 8ph sin2 !!!!.__u<0> fJuo<OJ 
2 '1'1 ±2 2 ±1 f)~ 

+ 24q sin2 k; (1- cos kh) u~l2u£ll = 0 , (3·13) 

respectively. Equations (3·4), (3·5) and (3·10) are in use in the derivation of 

these expressions. 
If Eq. (3 ·11) is substituted into this equation, together with Eq. (3 ·12), a 

system of differential equations describing the nonlinear wave modulation in the 

lowest order of the asymptotic expansion is obtained. Expressing the coefficients 
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1200 A. Tsurui 

of these equations in terms of frequency, we find the coupled system of equations 

fPuo<0> = 8p __§_iu<oJI2 
a~2 h a~ ±1 

• 

0U(O) h2 02U(O) { 3 1 
} 

±i~=-(J)--±_1 + ()) -q(J)2+p2(4 -(J):) iu<o)i2u<Ol or 8 8~2 2 ± 1 ±l 

au (O) 
-ph(J)-o-u<o>. 

a~ ±1 

(3·14) 

It is interesting that if p~O, u0<0> and u~i must be determined simultaneously, that 
is, the modulated wave must be accompanied by the other slowly varying wave 
of the same order as that. The properties of the modulated wave much differ 
from Lowell's ones1> due to the appearance of the wave u0<0>. 

§ 4. Stabilities of plane waves 

By the use of Eq. (3 ·14), we are able to investigate the dynamical stability 
of the plane waves. The first equation of (3 ·14) is ~asily integrated once and 
written as 

8uo<OJ = 8p {iu<Oli'-C} 
a~ h · ± 1 • 

(4·1) 

where - (8pjh)C is the integration constant. Therefore from Eq. (3·14) we 
make up the single equation to determine u~i. 

Putting 

and 

q;±1 = exp ( ± i8p2(J) f Cdr) u~i, 
(/)o = Uo(OJ, 

s= (J)r, 

2 
rj=-~ 

h 

we get the so-called nonlinear Schrodinger equation7>• 9>• 10l 

(4·2) 

(4·3) 

(4·4) 
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(4·5) 

and 

(4·6) 

The asymptotic behavior of the amplitude of nonlinearly modulated wave is de
scribed by these equations. 

Recently the properties of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (4·5) are in
vestigated by many workers.9l'10l And it is well known that in the region of 
JC>O, the plane wave is unstable, namely modulational instability occurs, otherwise 
it does not occur. 

In our case, it is shown from Eq. ( 4 · 4) that if the condition 

Fig. 1. Critical frequency w0 vs. 
p2/q. In the shaded region 
plane waves are modulationally 
unstable. 

that of Lowel1.1l 

O< 8p2 <w2<4 
3q-2p2 

(4·7) 

is satisfied, the instability occurs. This unstable 
region is shown in Fig. 1. Thus we know that if 
f<p 2jq, then the plane wave is stable for any 
wavenumber but if O<p2fq<f, then it becomes 
unstable above the critical frequency a>c, where 

4(p2jq) 
3/2-p2jq . 

(4·8) 

As we can easily see from Eq. (3 ·14), the 
intel:"action of the waves between u0C0l and u~i plays 
an essential role for the stabilization. Due to this 
effect the stable region is extremely different from 

When JC>O, Eq. (4·5) has the solitary wave solution9l 

Q?±l=A exp{±i(JCN/2)s} sech{AIC'lJ}. (4·9) 

Substituting this expression into Eq. ( 4 · 6), we have 

A ,-
Q?o=4p ..JJC tanh {Av/C 'lJ} -4pC1J+D, (4·10) 

where D is the integration constant. This form of Q?o is similar to a solitary 
wave solution in K-d V limit,2J,SJ but the wave Q?o propagates with the group 
velocity A. 

§ 5. Some remarks 

In order to consider the lattice expansions of our system we calculate the 
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1202 A. Tsurui 

Griineisen ratio. As a result of the passage of the wave exp (±ill), the average 
separation of adjacent particles varies slightly from h. The variation is easily 
calculated by minimizing the potential energy averaged over the phase 0 with 
respect to new average separation R. Thus we have 

(5·1) 

If p >O, R- h must be always positive, and only this case is discussed in what 
follows. 

According to Karpman and KrushkaV> nonlinear dispersion relasion is expres
sed as 

.!J= a> {1 + [}qa>2- p2 ( 4 + a>2)] I if'±ll3e2}. (5. 2) 

Equations (5·1) and (5·2) give the Griineisen ratio r,8> i.e., 

If O<p2/q<t, r changes sign from positive to negative 
frequency a>., but otherwise it always takes positive value. 
can be expressed in terms of thermodynamical quantities.8> 

v (aP) r= c, aT ~· 

values at the critical 
On the other hand r 

(5·4) 

where V, P, T and C, are the volume, pressure, temperature and heat capacity 
of the system, respectively. Since the quantity (aPjaT), is the ratio of the 
thermal expansion coefficient to the compressibility, it follows that if O<p2fq<t 
the thermal expansion coefficient becomes negative at sufficiently high temperature, 
the examples of which abound in real crystals. 

In 1967, Toda2l gave the periodic wave solution explicitly for an anharmonic 
potential of special form. It is noted that the small amplitude waves in this system 
are modulationally stable, because this potential gives p2/q=3/2. 

The modulated waves in optical branches will be different from the above 
case, for in that case u0 is always zero in the lowest order of e. But the wave 
modulations in the longitudinal and transverse acoustic branches may be approx
imately described by this model if· the parameters p and q are adequately taken. 
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